Real-time enzyme dynamics illustrated with fluorescence spectroscopy of p-hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase.
We have used the flavoenzyme p-hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase (PHBH) to illustrate that a strongly fluorescent donor label can communicate with the flavin via single-pair Förster resonance energy transfer (spFRET). The accessible Cys-116 of PHBH was labeled with two different fluorescent maleimides with full preservation of enzymatic activity. One of these labels shows overlap between its fluorescence spectrum and the absorption spectrum of the FAD prosthetic group in the oxidized state, while the other fluorescent probe does not have this spectral overlap. The spectral overlap strongly diminished when the flavin becomes reduced during catalysis. The donor fluorescence properties can then be used as a sensitive antenna for the flavin redox state. Time-resolved fluorescence experiments on ensembles of labeled PHBH molecules were carried out in the absence and presence of enzymatic turnover. Distinct changes in fluorescence decays of spFRET-active PHBH can be observed when the enzyme is performing catalysis using both substrates p-hydroxybenzoate and NADPH. Single-molecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy on spFRET-active PHBH showed the presence of a relaxation process (relaxation time of 23 micros) that is related to catalysis. In addition, in both labeled PHBH preparations the number of enzyme molecules reversibly increased during enzymatic turnover indicating that the dimer-monomer equilibrium is affected.